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Abstract

Background: Systematic identification of evidence in health policy can be time-consuming and challenging. This study
examines three questions pertaining to systematic reviews on obesity prevention policy, in order to identify the most
efficient search methods: (1) What percentage of the primary studies selected for inclusion in the reviews originated in
scholarly as opposed to gray literature? (2) How much of the primary scholarly literature in this topic area is indexed in
PubMed/MEDLINE? (3) Which databases index the greatest number of primary studies not indexed in PubMed, and are
these databases searched consistently across systematic reviews?

Methods: We identified systematic reviews on obesity prevention policy and explored their search methods and
citations. We determined the percentage of scholarly vs. gray literature cited, the most frequently cited journals, and
whether each primary study was indexed in PubMed. We searched 21 databases for all primary study articles not
indexed in PubMed to determine which database(s) indexed the highest number of these relevant articles.

Results: In total, 21 systematic reviews were identified. Ten of the 21 systematic reviews reported searching gray
literature, and 12 reviews ultimately included gray literature in their analyses. Scholarly articles accounted for 577 of the
649 total primary study papers. Of these, 495 (76%) were indexed in PubMed. Google Scholar retrieved the highest
number of the remaining 82 non-PubMed scholarly articles, followed by Scopus and EconLit. The Journal of the
American Dietetic Association was the most-cited journal.

Conclusions: Researchers can maximize search efficiency by searching a small yet targeted selection of both scholarly
and gray literature resources. A highly sensitive search of PubMed and those databases that index the greatest number
of relevant articles not indexed in PubMed, namely multidisciplinary and economics databases, could save considerable
time and effort. When combined with a gray literature search and additional search methods, including cited reference
searching and consulting with experts, this approach could help maintain broad retrieval of relevant studies while
improving search efficiency. Findings also have implications for designing specialized databases for public health
research.
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methodology, Obesity prevention, Health policy
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Background
Published systematic reviews on obesity prevention pol-
icy synthesize evidence from a diverse collection of re-
sources, including scholarly and gray literature from
disciplines ranging from medicine and nutrition to polit-
ical science and education. These systematic reviews,
largely produced by academic researchers [1], aim to
capture the array of scientific literature available for a
topic and are a valuable tool for evidence-based policy
and practice [2]. Systematic identification of evidence in
the public health setting can be challenging in a number
of ways; among other challenges, given the interdiscip-
linary nature of the field [3], literature on a single topic
may not be concentrated in one location or described
using uniform terminology. It is necessary, therefore, to
identify search methods that are both effective and effi-
cient, and which allow for the creation of comprehensive
systematic reviews to inform policymaking.
The present study is the first to assess citation patterns

of reviews on obesity prevention policies—a topic growing
in relevance as growing obesity levels in the USA [4, 5] be-
come a national concern. Previous studies from the UK
that have analyzed the citation patterns of systematic re-
views in other public health topics found that PubMed [6]
and MEDLINE [7] are common sources in which to find
articles. Levay, Raynor, and Tuvey [7] examined the publi-
cations included in three systematic reviews which in-
formed National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) Public Health Guidance. The three reviews fo-
cused on obesity, spatial planning, and tuberculosis. In
addition to their MEDLINE analysis, the authors also
found that literature resources outside of database search-
ing, including citation lists and websites, contributed 42%
of the resources used by NICE. A similar analysis of a sys-
tematic review in occupational injury indicated that mul-
tiple information sources should be searched in order to
identify all relevant literature, including but not limited to
the peer-reviewed journals indexed in scholarly databases,
as much of the relevant evidence is published outside of
the scholarly literature [8].
This study examines three research questions pertain-

ing to systematic reviews on nutrition and physical activ-
ity policy: (1) What percentage of the primary studies
selected for inclusion in the reviews originated in schol-
arly as opposed to gray literature? (2) How much of the
primary scholarly literature in this topic area is indexed
in PubMed/MEDLINE? (3) Which databases index the
greatest number of primary studies not indexed in
PubMed, and are these databases searched consistently
across systematic reviews—or were they only searched in
a smaller subset of the reviews? Consistent with previous
literature, we hypothesized that the majority of articles
cited would be scholarly journal articles indexed in
PubMed. We also hoped to identify lesser-used databases

and individual journals that could contribute to more
comprehensive, efficient systematic searches.

Methods
Research strategy
The three research questions all serve to address the fol-
lowing central question: What is the potential benefit, in
terms of additional relevant studies identified, for authors
of a systematic review to search a given database in
addition to PubMed? It is not possible to answer this
question directly using just the citations included in sys-
tematic reviews, since a single article included in a review
may be indexed in multiple databases. We therefore de-
signed our research strategy around answering the three
questions described above, which serve as proxies to indir-
ectly answer our central research question.

Data sources
We identified potential systematic reviews through
searches of the following databases, without publication
date restrictions: PubMed, Worldwide Political Science
Abstracts, Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS)
International, Scopus, and Web of Science. We ran test
searches on multiple databases, chosen based on author
expertise and on the search strategies of other reviews in
health policy, before these five were ultimately selected
for our search. The search strategy [see Additional file
1] consisted of controlled vocabulary terms and key-
words representing the two conceptual domains of
policy (policy, legislation, etc.) and obesity prevention
(obes*, physical activity, etc.), combined with key-
words designed to identify systematic review method-
ology, including systematic and meta*.

Study selection
The two study authors separately screened titles and ab-
stracts of the search results, blinded to author and jour-
nal, for potential inclusion, resolving any disagreements
through discussion. To qualify for inclusion, the follow-
ing criteria were required: English language systematic
review evaluating the effectiveness of an obesity preven-
tion policy or set of policies, including or exclusively fo-
cusing on US-based policy. Obesity prevention policies
include laws and regulations supporting healthy behaviors
in nutrition and/or physical activity, with policy defined as
an action taken by a federal, state, or local governmental
body. Actions taken by governmental bodies are univer-
sally enforceable and therefore relevant for a variety of re-
searchers with an interest in policy. Examples of obesity
prevention policies include sugar-sweetened beverage
taxes (often termed “soda taxes”), school food and bever-
age regulations, and complete streets policies which re-
quire space for all types of users (including cyclists and
pedestrians) on the road. Systematic reviews on obesity
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prevention interventions—such as specific physical educa-
tion teaching strategies—were not included.
We determined whether a review was “systematic” by

examining the methods, which had to be explicitly de-
scribed. If review authors described their search in suffi-
cient detail to identify the databases searched, and
provided a clear numerical description of results (e.g., in
a PRISMA flow diagram [9]), the article was included.
We determined that all included reviews shared the aims
outlined in the Cochrane Handbook, which states that
systematic reviews “seek to collate all evidence that fits
pre-specified eligibility criteria in order to address a spe-
cific research question,” and “aim to minimize bias by
using explicit, systematic methods” [10]. Beyond this
broad assessment of each review’s aims and search
methodology, we did not assess the quality of reviews,
nor did we exclude reviews on the basis of quality.

Data extraction
From each review, we extracted the review objective and
findings, metadata such as publication date and author
names, search methodology, and the individual citations
of each primary study cited within the review. We then
aggregated the primary study data to determine the per-
centages of scholarly and gray literature cited, the most
frequently cited journals, and whether each study was
indexed in the PubMed database. When a primary study
was cited by more than one review, the duplicate cita-
tions were not deleted but were analyzed as additional
data. We defined “gray literature” as any study included
in a systematic review that did not originate in trad-
itional publishing venues, namely, in scholarly journals.
This included dissertations, conference proceedings, and
reports from government and other organizations.
PubMed searches the MEDLINE collection of health sci-
ences citations and abstracts as well as additional jour-
nals not indexed in MEDLINE [11]. We chose to search
for articles in PubMed rather than searching MEDLINE
through a subscription-based platform (e.g., Ovid or
EBSCOhost) due to the fact that, as a freely available re-
source, it is most likely to be searched by policymakers
and other researchers not affiliated with an academic
institution.
We compiled a list of all the scholarly databases that

review authors reported searching, a total of 30. We
searched these databases for all primary study articles
not indexed in PubMed, in order to determine which da-
tabase(s) indexed the highest number of these relevant
articles. From the list of 30 databases, we searched
PubMed first. All articles in MEDLINE would also be in
PubMed. This left 28 databases. Seven of these databases
were not licensed through our institution’s library so we
were unable to access them: British Education Index,
CAB Abstracts, Cambridge Science Abstracts, CSA

Environmental Sciences, Geobase, Global Health, and
SportDiscus. The remaining 21 databases include AgE-
con, Australian Education Index, Business Source Prem-
ier, CINAHL (we searched CINAHL Plus with Full
Text), Cochrane Library, EconLit, Embase, ERIC, Global
Health Library, Google Scholar, LILACS, PAIS, Psy-
cINFO, Science Citation Index, ScienceDirect, Scopus,
Social Sciences Citation Index, Sociological Abstracts,
TRIS online (we searched TRID), Web of Science, and
Web of Knowledge. We searched these 21 databases for
the non-PubMed articles by title, author, or a combin-
ation of those elements, until we could confidently de-
termine whether each article was indexed in each
database.

Results
From our initial search for systematic reviews, we
exported 724 resulting citations to citation management
software, after which 39 duplicate records were deleted,
leaving 685 unique citations. We reviewed the full text
of 40 articles that potentially met our criteria. Of these,
17 were excluded for reasons relating to their method-
ology (not systematic) or objective (e.g., review of policy
content rather than effectiveness). One review was ex-
cluded at this stage because of language (Spanish), and
two reviews were ineligible for analysis because of insuf-
ficient information provided on search methodology.
The final set of articles, therefore, equaled 20 systematic
reviews. In one of these articles [12], authors conducted
a review of two distinct topics—(1) the price elasticity of
demand for sugar-sweetened beverages, fast food, and
fruits and vegetables and (2) associations of food and
beverage prices and/or taxes with body weight. Because
the types of primary studies used for these two inquiries
are sufficiently different, we considered these two ana-
lyses separately, for a total of 21 systematic review stud-
ies within 20 papers (refs. [12–31]) (Fig. 1). A table
containing further details about each review, including
primary objective and findings, is available as a supple-
ment to this paper [Additional file 2].

Search methods
The 21 systematic reviews represented a broad range in the
number and type of information sources they reported
searching. All 21 reviews searched PubMed and/or Ovid
MEDLINE, the only universally searched database. Of the
21 reviews, 10 reported searching at least one gray litera-
ture resource. In addition to searching for scholarly and
gray literature in traditional bibliographic databases or on
the web, complementary search methods included the fol-
lowing: Four of the reviews reported that experts contrib-
uted to the literature search process, although this process
was not described transparently. None of the reviews re-
ported forward citation searching (studies that have cited
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those included in the review). Several reported backward
citation searching, including searching reference lists of in-
cluded studies (n = 7) and relevant review articles (n = 6).
In two reviews [18, 30], it was reported that reference lists
were scanned for relevant studies, but it was unclear
whether this referred to the reference lists of included stud-
ies, review articles, both, or another source. Finally, one re-
view [17] handsearched an individual journal archive, and
one [30] reported using the “related articles” feature in
PubMed to identify additional studies.
The number of resources searched by review authors

ranged from 1 [23] to 18 [13]. The median number of
resources searched was 5 (±4.23). This number included
both scholarly and gray literature databases, websites,
and search engines. It does not include complementary
search methods, such as articles identified through refer-
ence lists or by subject experts. When gray literature
search strategies were reported as “various” or simply
“gray literature,” we counted them as a single resource.
When multiple gray literature resources were explicitly
mentioned by name, we counted these individually.

Number of sources cited
The systematic reviews varied widely in the total number
of papers they included in their respective analyses
(M = 30.86, SD ± 21.38, range = 7–94). This reflects the
number of publications, not studies, since multiple pub-
lications can result from a single study. Similarly, it is

possible that multiple studies could have been con-
densed into a single publication. Ten reviews reported
both the number of papers included and the number of
unique studies represented by these papers. Three of the
10 reported the same number for both categories, indi-
cating no multiple publications from any of the included
studies. The remaining 11 reviews reported only one
number.

Scholarly literature
Scholarly articles accounted for 577 of the 649 total pri-
mary study papers cited in the systematic reviews. The
majority of citations within both the aggregated 649 pri-
mary studies and within each individual review were
from scholarly literature, with the exception of one re-
view [16] which focused on transportation, cycling, and
walking. In this review, 13 gray and 3 scholarly sources
were cited.
Of the 21 reviews, 11 searched for scholarly articles

exclusively. Review authors reported searching for schol-
arly articles in 30 unique bibliographic databases; the
five most-searched were PubMed and/or MEDLINE
(n = 21), CINAHL (n = 10), EconLit (n = 8), Cochrane
Library (n = 8), and Public Affairs Information Service
(n = 6). Eleven reviews searched MEDLINE through
PubMed, and one review searched MEDLINE through
Ovid. Five reviews reported searching both PubMed and
Ovid MEDLINE, and the remaining four reported

Fig. 1 Review flow diagram
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MEDLINE in their search strategy without specifying a
platform. Several search strategies included databases
within the ISI Web of Science platform/family (which has a
complicated naming history), including Web of Science
(n = 5), Web of Knowledge (n = 4) (the former name of the
platform), Social Sciences Citation Index (n = 1), and Sci-
ence Citation Index (n = 1).

Most-cited scholarly journals
The 577 scholarly journal articles originated in 151
unique journals, 85 of which were cited only once. The
Journal of the American Dietetic Association was the
most-cited journal overall, cited 38 times within the 21
reviews (see Table 1). The number of unique journals
cited within a single systematic review varied (M = 16,
SD ± 10.74, range = 2–48). When tabulated within indi-
vidual systematic reviews, Health Affairs was the top
journal for the most reviews; it was the most-cited jour-
nal in five reviews. The American Journal of Public
Health was cited in more systematic reviews (n = 13)
than any other journal.

Indexing in PubMed vs. other databases
Of all 577 scholarly articles included in the 21 reviews,
495 (86%) were included in PubMed as of June 2016, i.e.,
the articles were indexed in PubMed, although review

authors may have identified them elsewhere. Of the
remaining 82 scholarly articles not in PubMed, the
greatest number was retrieved with Google Scholar,
followed by Scopus and EconLit (see Table 2). The Goo-
gle Scholar search retrieved all 82 articles, Scopus re-
trieved 66, and EconLit retrieved 61.

Gray literature
While it is possible to discover gray literature through cer-
tain bibliographic databases, such as Public Affairs Informa-
tion Service (PAIS), EconLit, and Business Source Premier,
10 reviews reported searching at least one additional gray
literature resource. Some reviews named specific resources,
while in others, it was simply reported that “gray literature”
or “websites” were searched. Two reviews stated that gray
literature was searched without specifying a particular data-
base, website, or search engine; four reviews mentioned
searching Google for non-scholarly papers; others named
individual gray literature resources within the list of data-
bases searched. These included clinical trial registries such
as ClinicalTrials.gov, dedicated gray literature databases
such as OpenGrey.eu, organizational websites such as the
World Health Organization and the National Bureau of
Economic Research, and the websites of national school
lunch programs.
Gray literature was ultimately included in 12 reviews,

including 9 of the 10 reviews that reported searching
gray literature. An additional three reviews included gray
literature but did not indicate that gray literature re-
sources were searched; these references may have been
identified from a bibliography, by an expert, or using an-
other method of discovery. Among these 12 reviews, the
number of included studies from gray sources ranged
from 1 to 13 (M = 6, SD ± 4.43).

Discussion
Summary of major findings
The results of this study indicate that PubMed is the
most fruitful source of scholarly literature relevant to
systematic reviews of obesity prevention policy. The
databases that index the greatest number of relevant ar-
ticles not included in PubMed are the large multidiscip-
linary databases Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of
Science; and databases specializing in economics, namely,
EconLit and Business Source Premier. EconLit and Busi-
ness Source Premier appear especially useful for reviews
of economic interventions such as food and beverage
taxes or subsidies. Larger databases like Google Scholar,
Scopus, and Web of Science cover an expansive body of
literature across many disciplines; however, this means
that searching these resources may produce unwieldy
search results, with potentially large numbers of irrelevant
citations.

Table 1 Summary of the 20 most-cited journals in 21 systematic
reviews

Journal name Times cited Cited in n reviews

J Am Diet Assoc 38 12

Am J Public Health 32 13

Public Health Nutr 25 10

Am J Prev Med 24 9

Prev Med 19 9

Health Aff (Millwood) 18 9

J Nutr 14 9

J Sch Health 14 8

Am J Agric Econ 12 7

Arch Intern Med 12 6

J Nutr Educ Behav 12 5

Prev Chronic Dis 12 5

Health Econ 11 8

J Health Econ 11 7

Am J Clin Nutr 10 6

Health Place 10 6

Contemp Econ Policy 9 8

Econ Hum Biol 9 8

Health Promot Pract 9 5

J Adolesc Health 9 7
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Scholarly literature searches
When developing search strategies, review authors are
not necessarily selecting databases in a manner that
maximizes search retrieval. For example, 10 systematic
reviews searched CINAHL, making it the second most-
searched resource. However, CINAHL only indexed 4 of
the 82 relevant articles not indexed in PubMed. By con-
trast, Scopus, which indexed 66 of the 82 articles, was
searched in only 1 review. This implies that the majority
of relevant articles identified through CINAHL searches
could also be located with a comprehensive search of
PubMed. It should be noted that if such a PubMed
search were not adequately comprehensive, i.e., if it were
not a highly sensitive search, it would be problematic to
assume that all relevant articles would be retrieved. This
has implications not only for the question of whether to
search additional databases, but also for how systematic
review searching is approached more broadly speaking.
When designing the search methodology for a system-
atic review, researchers must decide for themselves

which balance of specificity vs. sensitivity best suits the
aims and parameters of their project.
The fact that searches of Google Scholar retrieved all

non-PubMed articles implies that one could potentially
locate all relevant scholarly literature by searching these
two databases. However, the two processes of searching
for a known item by title and discovering that same art-
icle within a large list of results when searching a data-
base with keywords are profoundly different [32]. This
fact applies to all databases searched in the present
study. We assessed each database’s ability to retrieve
relevant studies by searching for those studies by title; it
is entirely possible that a keyword search of the same
database may not retrieve the same studies, especially if
the search strategy were not sufficiently broad.
Google Scholar in particular has been found to be

problematic when searched for systematic reviews, for a
few reasons. These range from the inability to create a
structured and reproducible search strategy to the limits
Google Scholar places on search syntax and viewing

Table 2 Database indexing of scholarly articles included in 21 systematic reviews, alone and with PubMed

Database Non-PubMed
scholarly articles
retrieved (of 82)

Total articles retrieved (of 577)
when searched in
combination with PubMed

Percentage of total articles retrieved
(of 577) when searched in
combination with PubMed

Number of systematic
reviews that searched
this database

Google Scholar 82 577 100% 3

Scopus 66 561 97.23% 1

EconLit 61 556 96.36% 8

Web of Knowledge (Web of
Science All Databases)

58 553 95.84% 4

Web of Science
(Web of Science core collection)

58 553 95.84% 5

Social Sciences Citation Index 52 547 94.80% 1

Business Source Premier 46 541 93.76% 1

Science Citation Index 31 526 91.16% 1

ScienceDirect (platform, full-text
content may vary by institutional
subscription)

21 516 89.43% 1

PAIS 13 508 88.04% 6

AgEcon 6 501 86.83% 1

Embase 6 501 86.83% 3

CINAHL (plus with full text) 4 499 86.48% 10

TRIS online (searched TRID) 3 498 85.79% 1

PsycINFO 2 497 86.14% 5

ERIC 1 496 85.96% 3

Sociological Abstracts 1 496 85.96% 1

Australian Education Index 0 495 85.79% 1

Cochrane Library (includes
CENTRAL and Cochrane Database
of Systematic Reviews)

0 495 85.79% 8

Global Health Library 0 495 85.79% 1

LILACS 0 495 85.79% 1
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results [33, 34]. While all relevant non-PubMed primary
studies were indexed by Google Scholar, they may not
be retrievable by keyword search in Google Scholar
given these limitations. Therefore, it would be impru-
dent to assume that all relevant literature could be iden-
tified through Google Scholar alone in a systematic
review. However, it may prove useful in identifying gray
and scholarly literature beyond that which can be identi-
fied using traditional search methods [35, 36] and should
therefore be considered as one of multiple resources to
search.

Gray literature searches
Of the 10 reviews that reported searching gray resources,
all but one ultimately included gray literature of some
kind in their analyses. An additional three reviews that did
not report searching gray resources nonetheless included
relevant gray literature in their analyses. Similar to what
has been found elsewhere [37–39], this indicates that
searching gray resources, e.g., organizational websites
or conference proceedings, in addition to traditional
bibliographic databases, may likely produce relevant
data for research syntheses. Despite the additional time
this requires, searching the gray literature broadens the
scope of a review and helps researchers avoid potential
publication bias.
Some of the challenges inherent to including gray lit-

erature can be mitigated by using a systematic method
for searching and identifying evidence outside of trad-
itional databases. For example, developing a plan for the
search in advance, including the sources to search and
terms to use, can help keep this process manageable
within the desired timeframe [39]. Stansfield, Dickson,
and Bangpan [40] propose a three-stage process that al-
lows the flexibility necessary to adapt website searches
to various research topics while preserving the system-
atic review principles of transparency, accountability,
and reproducibility.

Individual journals
By identifying the individual journal titles that were cited
most frequently, we hope that researchers may benefit in
a few ways. First, systematic review guides recommend
handsearching individual journal titles in addition to
conducting database searches [10, 41, 42]. This can be
extremely time-consuming. By focusing on just a few
journals that have been identified as rich sources of lit-
erature on obesity prevention policy, review authors can
include handsearching in their review in a way that is
helpful but not overly burdensome. Second, any individ-
ual researcher interested in this general topic would be
well served by establishing “table of contents” alerts for
these relevant journals. These alerts notify the user, usu-
ally via email, when new research is published. Finally,

many libraries and other institutions that facilitate jour-
nal access face uncertain financial situations. Such orga-
nizations may find this information useful when making
the decision to retain or cancel a journal subscription.

PubMed/MEDLINE and discoverability
The ubiquity of PubMed/MEDLINE is a common
theme. As the only universally searched resource among
all 21 systematic reviews, it stands to reason that an art-
icle would have the greatest chance of being identified in
a systematic review search if it was included in PubMed/
MEDLINE. In order to ensure maximum discoverability,
it would behoove authors to publish their research in
journals indexed for MEDLINE. The National Library of
Medicine maintains a list of all journals cited in
PubMed, including all journals indexed for MEDLINE
[43]. While not adequate to be used as the sole resource
for a systematic review, it does appear essential as one of
several resources to include.

Limitations
These conclusions are applicable to systematic reviews of
obesity prevention policy and are not necessarily
generalizable to other health policy or public health topics.
Systematic reviews in other health policy areas may require
the use of resources other than those found to be most ef-
fective in this example, due to the fact that there may be
different, discipline-specific databases more appropriate for
a given topic. Further, these results pertain to research on
“big P” policies, comprising actions by governmental bod-
ies; conclusions may not transfer to studies on “small p”
policies, such as organizational policies or interventions.
While our search was comprehensive and included several
databases, we did not search any resources that specifically
focus on evidence syntheses, such as Epistemonikos, Trip,
and Health Evidence. There may be additional systematic
reviews of obesity prevention policy that we did not iden-
tify, either in these resources or elsewhere.
The data collected on search methods and citations

were limited to what review authors provided in the arti-
cles. When possible, we contacted authors for missing or
unclear information. Only 5 of the 21 reviews reported a
complete, line-by-line search strategy, including all
search terms and indication of what fields were searched
in which database. Consequently, we were unable to as-
sess the quality of the included reviews’ search strategies.
A review with a demonstrably superior search strategy
would likely produce different results from a review with
a flawed search strategy, especially if a search erred in
favor of specificity rather than sensitivity. Reviews with
insufficiently broad search strategies may fail to identify
additional relevant primary studies. If this were the case
with any of the reviews included in this study, it could
affect the conclusions we have drawn; without complete
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search strategies, it is not possible to know. The incom-
pleteness of published search strategies in the majority
of systematic reviews analyzed here underlines the need
for increased scrutiny at the editorial level, in order to
ensure that all published systematic reviews contain
truly reproducible search strategies.
No published Cochrane reviews currently exist on

this topic. Given the rigor of Cochrane review method-
ology, it may have strengthened or otherwise affected
our analysis to have included one or more of these.
While no Cochrane reviews were available for inclusion
in our study, as of June 2017, several protocols for pro-
posed Cochrane reviews of food and beverage taxation
that appear potentially eligible for inclusion have been
published.
We analyzed 23 of the 30 databases that review au-

thors reported searching but were unable to access the
remaining 7 databases. It is possible that these databases
may include many of the articles not included in
PubMed, and possibly more of them than the databases
we searched. While authors reported which databases
they searched, it was not possible to identify the origin
of articles indexed in multiple databases. Therefore,
while 76% of the scholarly articles were indexed in
PubMed, we cannot say for certain that this is where the
authors identified all of them. If an article is indexed, for
example, in both PubMed and CINAHL, the CINAHL
search may have identified this article if different key-
words and controlled vocabulary were used than in the
PubMed search.
We located these articles individually in PubMed;

as mentioned above, this is a very different process
than searching PubMed using keywords. As such,
searching additional databases with significant MED-
LINE overlap, such as CINAHL, PsycINFO, and
Embase, may be useful in that they can help “fill in
the gaps” missed by a PubMed search. The data pre-
sented in Table 2 should therefore be interpreted
with caution. However, these data indicate that if a
highly sensitive search is run in PubMed, diminish-
ing returns may be seen in the number of unique
relevant articles added to the review by these add-
itional databases. Some researchers may still wish to
search these databases in order to ensure that noth-
ing was missed in PubMed.
Finally, while all systematic reviews addressed policies

related to obesity prevention, they were nevertheless a
heterogeneous collection, including topics from trans-
portation and physical activity to food and beverage
taxes and school-based policies. Further research may
include a closer analysis of the reviews that had equ-
ivalent objectives, for example, those that examined
economic interventions, allowing for a more apples-to-
apples comparison.

Conclusions
As hypothesized, most studies cited in systematic reviews
of obesity prevention policy come from scholarly journals
and are indexed in PubMed. However, searching PubMed
exclusively may exclude a substantial minority of relevant
scholarly articles from the search. Google Scholar is also in-
sufficient as a stand-alone source. Therefore, when con-
ducting a systematic review of the literature in obesity
prevention policy, an approach that includes a highly sensi-
tive search of PubMed and a small number of additional,
carefully selected databases will enable review authors to
conduct a database search that is comprehensive yet limited
to a manageable number of resources. Furthermore,
searches for gray literature, such as government reports
and working papers, often leads to the discovery of add-
itional relevant studies. When targeted searches for schol-
arly and gray literature are combined with complementary
search methods including cited reference searching
(forwards and backwards), consulting with experts, and
handsearching individual journals, broad retrieval of rele-
vant studies can be maintained while improving search
efficiency.
All search methods should be reported explicitly and

transparently in the review in order to support reproduci-
bility, a key characteristic of systematic review methodology
[10] that was nonetheless absent from a majority of the re-
views we assessed. This includes a line-by-line search strat-
egy stating which database fields were searched; the names
of individual gray literature resources, rather than a vague
statement that “gray literature was searched”; and an expli-
cit description of additional search methods. Reporting all
search methods in detail not only enhances transparency
and reproducibility of the systematic review itself but also
indirectly provides guidance to other researchers looking to
improve their searches on the same or similar topics.
Conclusions from this study have the potential to save

academic researchers and public health practitioners
considerable resources. By focusing on the databases
and websites most likely to lead to relevant literature, re-
searchers can improve search efficiency, saving both
time and effort. Finally, these findings may help in the
design of specialized databases for multidisciplinary pub-
lic health research, as has been proposed elsewhere [44].
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Additional file 1: Search strategy to identify systematic reviews in
obesity prevention policy. This file contains the search terms used by the
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Additional file 2: Systematic reviews included in analysis. This table lists
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metadata (review authors, title, year, journal), review objectives, and
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